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Abstract—The Microwave Imaging Radiometer with Aperture
Synthesis (MIRAS) is formed by 69 total power radiometers,
of which 3 are the noise-injection type. Their calibration is
reviewed on the basis of the data gathered during more than
eight years of operation. Internally calibrated gain and offset
corrections with improved temporal stability are presented. New
front-end loss characterization with lower seasonal dependence
originated from external temperature swings is also proposed.
Finally, a methodology to validate external calibrations, with the
instrument pointing to the cold sky, is developed. It seems to
indicate that the change of orientation of the instrument, with
associated thermal variations, may induce small changes in the
radiometer front-end losses, thus introducing calibration errors.

Index Terms—SMOS, L-band radiometry, Interferometric syn-
thetic aperture radiometry, Radiometer calibration

I. INTRODUCTION

MIRAS is an L-band Y-shape 2-D interferometric radiome-
ter [1] installed on board the European Space Agency satellite
SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity), launched Novem-
ber 2009 with the scientific objective of measuring global Soil
Moisture and Ocean Salinity [2] [3]. Since mid 2010 MIRAS
has been continuously providing full-polarimetric brightness
temperature maps of the Earth surface at a rate of one complete
image of the four Stokes parameters every 2.4 seconds. A
comprehensive review of the instrument performance and
calibration after six years in orbit, including a fairly complete
list of references, can be found in [4].

The instrument has 69 dual polarization small antennas
distributed along a Y-shape structure. Three of them, located
near the center of the array, are connected to three corre-
sponding full polarimetric noise injection radiometers (NIR).
The other 66 are connected to low noise receivers to measure
both polarizations sequentially by means of switches. Full
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polarimetric operation of the whole instrument is achieved
thanks to a smart use of these switches [5].

At each snapshot, brightness temperature maps are synthe-
sized by image reconstruction of the visibility function [6]
[7]. For any two different antennas, the visibility is measured
by cross-correlating their output signals, after amplification
and filtering, using an array of one-bit two level digital
correlators [3] insensitive to the signal amplitudes and thus
providing only the normalized value of correlation products
[8]. De-normalized amplitude is obtained by measuring the
system temperature using a power measurement system (PMS)
available at each receiver [9].

The visibility at zero spacing is the antenna temperature and
can be measured by any single receiver. Three noise injection
radiometers (NIR) are installed near the center of the array for
this purpose. Initially, the average of the three measurements
was used, but after some time it was decided to keep only
one of the three NIR units due to relatively large temporal
instabilities shown by the other two.

The zero-spacing visibility can also be set equal to the
average antenna temperatures measured by all (or some)
individual MIRAS receivers (called LICEF for LIghtweight
Cost-Effective Front-end), each one acting as a total power
radiometer. This technique provides fairly stable data in long
term trends [10] [11] but it is still too sensitive to random
jumps often observed in diode-detected output voltages. This
option is not yet considered as baseline for SMOS processing
but it is useful for analysis and validation purposes.

As it can be inferred from the previous paragraphs, although
correlation measurements are the basis of the interferometric
MIRAS operation, the quality of the associated total power
measurements, either in NIR or LICEF, are of utmost impor-
tance for providing the most reliable, stable and accurate data.

II. POWER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The PMS installed in all individual MIRAS receivers consist
of a diode detector and associated circuitry to provide a DC
voltage v proportional to the total noise power

v = GTsys + voff = G(TA + TR) + voff (1)

where G is the transducer power gain, Tsys the system temper-
ature, TA the antenna temperature, voff the instrumental offset
and TR the receiver equivalent noise temperature. Both gain
and offset are periodically calibrated on board. The receiver
noise temperature was measured on ground at different thermal
conditions.

The system temperature that is needed to de-normalize the
digital correlations is directly solved from the above equation.
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The antenna temperature derived from this same equation is
used only for validation purposes [11].

A. Gain

In the current SMOS operations, PMS gains are calibrated
every two months by internal hot/warm noise injection using
seven sources and a distributed coaxial network that injects
power to all LICEFs via input switches [9] [12]. The whole
system is referred to as “CAlibration System” or CAS [3] [13].
This method relies on the knowledge of the differential noise
power (hot minus warm) injected at each receiver’s input. It is
estimated by configuring the three NIR to measure their input
power when they are switched to an extra output port of the
distribution network. A special mode called “NIR_R” is used
for this purpose [14]. The PMS gain at the Calibration Input
Plane (CIP) for a particular receiver is then given by

GC =
vH − vW

|SL0fL|2
|SN0fN |2 (Tnir

H − Tnir
W )

(2)

where S refers to the distribution network S-parameters as-
suming the source at port 0, the NIR at port N and the
LICEF at port L and Tnir is the NIR measurement in NIR_R
mode. Subscripts H and W refer to “Hot” and “Warm”
levels respectively. The parameters f are the so-called “CAS
factors” needed to correct small errors identified in the ground-
measured S parameters. Three sets of CAS factors are used
due to changes in operational modes: From launch to Jan 11,
2010 all arms operated in redundant mode; then arm “A” was
switched to nominal; and in Jan 12, 2011 arm “B” was also
switched to nominal mode. At each change, the CAS factors
needed to be re-computed.

Equation (2) is only strictly applicable to LICEFs sharing a
noise distribution network with a particular NIR. The complete
algorithm for the actual distributed CAS design is detailed in
[12]. In any case, this gain calibration method is ultimately
based on accurate NIR calibration and on the knowledge of
the network S-parameters [15] after correction using the CAS
factors.

To avoid introducing uncertainties due to NIR calibration
stability (see section III), a different approach has been in-
dependently implemented. As part of standard internal cal-
ibration procedures, all LICEF input ports are periodically
switched to matched loads for about 17 minutes to inject un-
correlated noise (U-noise) needed for estimating the visibility
offset [16]. This load includes a thermal sensor to monitor
its temperature Tu. During this U-noise injection, the detected
PMS output voltage (1) becomes vu=GC(Tu + TCR ) + voff .
The gain at the CIP is then readily solved as

GC =
vu − voff

Tu + TCR
(3)

The receiver noise temperature at CIP is taken from on-
ground LICEF characterization as TCR=TCR (T0) + STR(Tu −
T0), where T0 = 21◦C is the nominal characterization tem-
perature and STR a sensitivity coefficient derived from mea-
surements at different temperatures. Both TCR (T0) and STR

are included in the MIRAS database. It could be argued that

TABLE I
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN RECEIVERS NUMBERING AND NAMES

1 LCF_AB_03 25 LCF_BC_03 49 LCF_CA_03
2 NIR_AB_01_H 26 NIR_BC_01_H 50 NIR_CA_01_H
3 NIR_AB_01_V 27 NIR_BC_01_V 51 NIR_CA_01_V
4 LCF_A_01 28 LCF_B_01 52 LCF_C_01
5 LCF_A_02 29 LCF_B_02 53 LCF_C_02
6 LCF_A_03 30 LCF_B_03 54 LCF_C_03
7 LCF_A_04 31 LCF_B_04 55 LCF_C_04
8 LCF_A_05 32 LCF_B_05 56 LCF_C_05
9 LCF_A_06 33 LCF_B_06 57 LCF_C_06

10 LCF_A_07 34 LCF_B_07 58 LCF_C_07
11 LCF_A_08 35 LCF_B_08 59 LCF_C_08
12 LCF_A_09 36 LCF_B_09 60 LCF_C_09
13 LCF_A_10 37 LCF_B_10 61 LCF_C_10
14 LCF_A_11 38 LCF_B_11 62 LCF_C_11
15 LCF_A_12 39 LCF_B_12 63 LCF_C_12
16 LCF_A_13 40 LCF_B_13 64 LCF_C_13
17 LCF_A_14 41 LCF_B_14 65 LCF_C_14
18 LCF_A_15 42 LCF_B_15 66 LCF_C_15
19 LCF_A_16 43 LCF_B_16 67 LCF_C_16
20 LCF_A_17 44 LCF_B_17 68 LCF_C_17
21 LCF_A_18 45 LCF_B_18 69 LCF_C_18
22 LCF_A_19 46 LCF_B_19 70 LCF_C_19
23 LCF_A_20 47 LCF_B_20 71 LCF_C_20
24 LCF_A_21 48 LCF_B_21 72 LCF_C_21

the receiver noise temperature may have changed in flight,
resulting in introducing an error in the gain estimation (3).
It has been observed, though, that its temporal stability is
better than that of (2), which uses NIR on-orbit measurements.
Figure 1 (left) shows the average of all LICEF PMS gains
along time using both approaches. After the first about six

Fig. 1. Comparison of PMS gains calibrated by both methods: CAS/NIR and
TR/Tu. Left: average of all receivers versus time. Right, time average for each
receiver

months (duration of the In-orbit Commissioning Phase or
IOCP), in both cases there is a constant negative trend, but
in the case of NIR/CAS calibration there is an increased
ripple linked to the NIR instability. Consistency between both
calibrations in all receivers is evidenced by the plot at the
right of figure 1, where the average along time of the gain for
all receivers is shown as a function of receiver number (see
table I). In all cases, both gain retrievals differ only by a small
amount (about 0.1% difference).

This good consistency between the PMS gain absolute
values is not as surprising as it may seem. The CAS factors
are computed at three particular dates by forcing (1) and (3)
to be equal. From Jan 12, 2011 (last CAS factors) both gains
drift apart, as clearly seen in figure 1.
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B. Offset

The PMS offset is calibrated once a week using the 4-
point technique [17], a very robust method based on a two-
level noise injection combined with an extra attenuation in the
amplified signal just before detection. The PMS offset depends
only on the four corresponding voltages:

voff =
vHvWL

− vW vHL

(vH − vHL
)− (vW − vWL

)
(4)

where the subscript L indicates that the attenuator is ON.
Figure 2 shows all PMS offset retrievals averaged along
receivers (at left) and along time (at right). After an initial
decrease, the average offset is increasing steadily since 2012.
The range of offset values for each receiver is kept inside
reasonable limits with respect to its mean.

Fig. 2. PMS instrumental offset. Left: average of all receivers versus time.
Right, time average for each receiver. The gray points are all the individual
values for each receiver

In general the offset is very stable, with a sensitivity
coefficient with respect to temperature of the order of 0.2
mV/K. However, two artifacts limit in practice its quality:
erratic voltage jumps and heater signal interference. The first
one is analyzed in the next paragraphs and the second one in
section II-D.

While routinely analyzing calibration parameters, it was
eventually observed after the IOCP that the PMS offset volt-
ages experienced erratic abrupt jumps. To lower their impact
on data quality, on March 2011 it was decided to reduce
the PMS offset inter-calibration period from eight weeks
to one. As an illustration, figure 3 (left) shows the PMS
offset evolution along the mission of four receivers chosen at
random. Sharp jumps of several millivolts are clearly seen in
all of them. Note the small number of measurements between
July 2010 (end of IOCP) and March 2011.

Fig. 3. Left: PMS offset of randomly selected receivers to illustrate the voltage
jumps. Right: Detected voltage jumps for all receivers along the mission

In order to better estimate the precise time of a jump,
systematic PMS voltages of daily ascending and descending

orbits over a limited zone on the Pacific ocean have been
analyzed. To increase consistency among different receivers,
PMS voltages are first converted to antenna temperatures solv-
ing the second part of (1) and using time-constant calibration
parameters (gain, offset and noise temperature). For each
receiver, the difference (∆TA) between its antenna temperature
and the median of antenna temperatures of all receivers is
computed. Retrievals of ∆TA are averaged over a relatively
large region, ending with one single value every orbit, or
equivalently 12 hours. Then, temporal series of averaged ∆TA
are analyzed and a jump is detected if the difference between
two consecutive values is larger than a threshold established
as 2.8 K. This value has been adopted after a careful trade-off
that maximizes jump detection while minimizing the number
of false alarms due to noise and/or ascending vs descending
differences. Moreover, jumps are only considered if they
happen simultaneously in both polarizations. The jump event
time is estimated just in the middle of the two times between
which a jump has been detected, which means 6 hours after
the first point. The result is that jumps are produced quite
randomly at an average rate of two to three jumps per year
per receiver. Figure 3 at right shows the jump times for
each receiver along the mission. NIR receivers (numbers 2,
3, 26, 27, 50 and 51 according to table I) are discarded
from this analysis since their PMS voltages during science
measurements are invalid. Due to the dynamic noise injection
in the NIR operation [14], the total power at input, and hence
the PMS voltage, remains constant independently of the scene.

In nominal operation a PMS voltage jump is automatically
corrected by the next offset calibration event. To reduce the
time window in which a given jump is not yet canceled, it is
proposed to start applying the next PMS offset calibration at
the estimated jump time. As an example, figure 4 shows the
antenna temperature of receiver LCF_A_12 (see table I) before
and after applying the correction. Jumps and offset calibration
events are shown as vertical lines to visualize that, when the
proposed procedure is applied, the correction is effective at the
jump time, with an uncertainty of only ±6 hours, instead of
the next offset calibration event, sometimes a couple of days
afterwards.

Fig. 4. PMS voltage jumps correction. Blue dashed lines indicate offset
calibration events. Red dashed lines show estimated jump times

This correction mechanism can only be applied to repro-
cessing campaigns since a previous processed data is required
to determine the exact offset jump times.

C. Linearity correction

Preliminary investigations on the PMS linearity [18] showed
that its behavior is better modeled by means of a second
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order response v=aT 2
sys + GTsys + voff instead of the linear

model (1). The impact of neglecting the second order term
was estimated in [18] to be of the order of 0.4%, which is not
completely negligible.

The PMS flight units non linear behavior was characterized
on the ground by the deflection method [19]. Each unit was
driven by a noise source followed by a stepped attenuator
producing eleven different input noise power levels. At each
one, extra noise power was injected during a short time to
measure the slope of the detector characteristic input-output
curve. For a given input level i, the deflection ratio is defined
as Di=∆vi/∆v1 where ∆v is the voltage increment when
the extra noise is injected. For an ideal linear detector, this
parameter should be unity for all input levels, but in real
detectors it departs from unity at high input powers. Using this
approach, nonlinearities are observed as deviations of the noise
diode deflection as the input noise temperature changes. The
detector is then characterized by the empirical model proposed
in [20]: the equivalent linear voltage is related to the actual
detected voltage by:

vlin = C

√
1 +

2vdet

C
− C (5)

where C is a characterization constant with units of V . At each
input power level, the deflection ratio D was measured and
the parameter C computed for all receivers by a minimization
algorithm [19].

Equation (5) applies only to voltages without instrumental
offset, so this one must first be subtracted from the raw
detected voltage. The procedure starts by computing a first
guess of the offset using the measured voltages in (4). The
result is then subtracted to the voltages and (5) is applied
to correct for non linearity. Not surprisingly, this linearized
voltage has non-zero offset when computed again using (4).
This “residual” offset is then added to the initial guess.

Figure 5 is a simulation intended to justify this procedure.
A second order polynomial relating voltage to system temper-
ature is considered with typical PMS gain (first-order term)
and offset (zero order term) but with an exaggerated ten-fold
second-order term. While the original offset is set to -1766.51
mV, the estimated value using (4) results in -1704.38 mV.
When this is subtracted from the original voltages, the blue
line of the plot at the left of figure 5 is obtained. Linearization
using (5) converts it to the green line of the same figure.
Equation (4) applied on this result produces a residual offset
of -57.88 mV that is added to the first value to give a final
offset of -1762.26 mV, only 4 mV apart from the original. The
plot at the right shows in blue the original voltages without
offset and in green the linearized voltage after subtracting the
final estimated offset. For comparison, the red line (practically
overlapped to the green one) shows a linear model with no
offset. The linearization approach does reduce significantly the
system temperature estimation error. For the actual detectors,
much more linear than this simulation, the results are even
better.

Due to this adjustment, the second order correction intro-
duces a constant negative difference of about 0.6 mV in the
offset with respect to not correcting the linearity. Figure 6 (blue

Fig. 5. Example of the linearity correction with simulated data. Left: First
offset substraction and linearization. Right: Original and linearized voltages
compared to an ideal linear system

line) shows the difference in PMS offsets between applying
or not the second order correction. This difference is constant
in time so it only affects the absolute calibration, equivalently
to about 0.6 K in system temperature, and not the temporal
stability.

Fig. 6. Impact of second order and heater corrections in PMS offset

D. Heater correction

MIRAS has a temperature stabilization system that tries to
keep the temperature within a relatively narrow operational
margin. Due to the large dimensions of the instrument, the
temperature control is distributed along different parts. Each
Control and Monitoring Node (CMN) has its own thermal
sensor that drives a heater ON/OFF to compensate for thermal
swings. The result is that CMN temperatures are not perfectly
constant but have a cyclic behavior around a mean value.

A clear dependence of the PMS voltages on the heater
status was identified during the in-orbit commissioning phase
[21]. There are receivers almost insensitive, but for others it is
very evident. This phenomenon is generated in the CMN DC
amplifiers (after detection) and is due to the thermal excursions
of this circuit produced by the heaters. It is not linked to the
front-end temperature, for which a different sensitivity coeffi-
cient is independently derived. In [21] a correction based on a
delayed version of the heater signal was proposed and it was
implemented in the level 1 operational processor up to version
620. However, careful analysis of LICEF antenna temperatures
over the ocean showed that this solution was overcorrecting.
A new strategy based on a double exponential model with
empirical coefficients applied to the absolute instantaneous
voltages was then proposed. This approach efficiently corrects
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heater dependence and has been implemented in the new
version of the processor (L1OP v710).

Conceptually, an offset that depends on the voltage level is
a gain, so this new solution suggests that both PMS gain and
offset depend on the heater status. A model for both using
exponential functions derived from the heater control signal
is here proposed. To confirm this hypothesis, data acquired
during the “electrical stability test” of 20, 22 April 2010 and
the so-called “E3” test of 9 February 2010 have been re-
processed. The first one consisted of continuous internal cali-
bration sequences commanded during almost two days. It has
been used for the gain. The second one consisted of continuous
four-point sequences during 10 hours to get only the offset.
Figure 7 shows both gain and offset as they are measured
from the corresponding calibration sequences, together with
the corresponding heater signal and the exponential model.
The delay model for the offset [21] is also shown in the plot
at bottom. As it is seen, both gain and offset are accurately
modeled by exponential functions for both rise and decay.

Fig. 7. Heater dependence and exponential model. Top: Gain. Bottom: Offset.
In this case, the delay model is also shown

Both gain and offset depend also on the front-end physical
temperature, characterized on ground by a sensitivity param-
eter [9] [22]. The full linear model for the PMS voltage is
then

v = [G0 +SG∆T +fG(H)]Tsys + [voff +Soff ∆T +foff (H)]
(6)

where fG(H) and foff (H) are respectively the models of the
gain and offset as a function of the heater control signal (H)
shown in figure 7. Note that these two models are opposite in
sign with respect to the heater signal and, depending on the
Tsys value, they may even cancel each other in equation (6).
This is the reason why correcting only the offset failed.

Heater correction consists of subtracting the models fG(H)
and foff (H) to the gain and offsets in order to recover constant
values for them. As an example, figure 8 shows individual
retrievals of PMS gain and offset for a particular receiver;
and the corresponding corrected values using either only tem-
perature or also the heater signal. Applying only temperature
correction does not stabilize the gains nor the offsets, so the
need of heater correction is evident. For completeness, the
figure also shows the front-end physical temperature and the
heater signal.

Fig. 8. Effect of correcting PMS calibration parameters with respect to front-
end temperature and heater signal. Top: gain, Bottom: offset. Grey solid line
is the physical temperature and dashed grey line the heater signal

This dual gain/offset correction has demonstrated to effec-
tively cancel heater dependence in antenna temperature for
all cases. For example, figure 9 shows the LICEF antenna
temperature computed by solving the second part of (1) in
three different cases: with no heater correction, correcting
only the offset and correcting both offset and gain. Front-end
temperature dependence is always corrected. Only the last case
is able to cancel the heater dependence. For comparison, the
antenna temperature measured by the NIR (see section III) is
included in the figure. Also included is the front-end physical
temperature. The plot at the top corresponds to an ocean target
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while the one at bottom is for cold sky, in the middle of an
external calibration maneuver.

Fig. 9. LICEF antenna temperature showing the heater dependence for both
ocean (top) and sky (bottom) views. The “only offset correction” consists of
a constant correction depending on a delayed heater signal. The heater signal
is shown in dashed lines.

It is interesting to observe that, for the ocean case, the result
with no correction is well behaved and clearly better than
correcting only the offset. This is so because gain and offset
heater dependencies compensate each other. On the other hand,
for the sky antenna temperature, the effect of the heater is
clearly seen in the non-corrected case. Applying both gain
and offset corrections is effective, although not perfect, but
applied only to the offset clearly overcorrects.

E. Front end loss

Since the PMS gain is internally calibrated, the total front-
end loss between antenna and calibration planes must be
taken into account. The contribution of the input switch itself
was measured on-ground using a network analyzer while
the antenna ohmic loss was initially estimated as 0.3 dB.
However these default values are not fully consistent with the
observations [23].

In-flight characterization of the total front-end loss is carried
out using external maneuvers performed every two weeks.
While pointing to the cold sky, the receivers’ input switch is
sequentially commuted to a matched load and to the antenna.
With these two measurements, assuming that the front-end
physical temperature is homogeneous and equal to that of
the matched load, the gain and receiver noise temperature at

the antenna plane can be estimated by the standard two-level
calibration equations

G =
vsky − vu
Tsky − Tu

TR =
v′uTsky − v′skyTu

vsky − vu
(7)

where v′=v − voff and the offset is calibrated independently
during the same maneuver. The subscript u refers to the
matched load and the subscript sky to the external target. The
antenna temperature of the sky is considered as a calibration
standard and is computed as

Tsky =
D

4π

∫∫
4π

TBsky(Ω)|Fn(Ω)|2dΩ (8)

where TBsky is the brightness temperature of the sky including
the Galaxy, the cosmic background and other sources [24],
|Fn|2 is the normalized antenna power pattern measured on
ground, D is the antenna directivity and Ω the solid angle.
Antenna back lobes are neglected in this computation.

On the other hand, the PMS gain at internal calibration plane
can be computed with (3) using the voltage measured with the
switch at u position. The total front-end loss is then estimated
as the ratio of internal to external gains:

LFE =
GC

G
(9)

Figure 10 shows the results: in the left plot there is the
median of all LICEF (excluding NIR) front-end loss as a
function of time. A systematic increase is seen during the in-
orbit commissioning phase (up to mean July 2010), but then
the results stabilize. Some ripples are still seen, especially
in X-polarization, until 2014. The spike in August 2017 is
present in almost all receivers so it is probably due to the
presence of RFI. The plot at right shows the temporal median
for each LICEF or NIR receiver adding error bars at one
standard deviation. Only X-polarization antennas are shown
for simplicity, but similar results are found for Y-polarization.
NIR front ends (receivers 2, 3, 26, 27, 50 and 51) have larger
losses (about 1dB) due to the coupler and cables used to inject
noise just after the antenna (see figure 12). In general this
plot shows that antenna loss is very stable for most receivers
except for one in particular (number 25) that shows a very
large variation. Figure 11 shows the front end loss evolution

Fig. 10. LICEF front-end loss estimated from external calibrations. Left:
median of all LICEF as a function of time. Right: Temporal median for each
LICEF or NIR receiver. The error bars show one-signa spread

of the 4 most stable LICEF (left) and the 4 most unstable
ones (right) excluding NIRs (they are given in figure 15).
Most of the receivers behave as in the the left plot, with
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front-end loss essentially constant along time. But there are
some of them, as for example those shown in the plot at right,
that have seasonal variations (LCF_B_01) or abrupt jumps
(LCF_A_10) or large spikes (LCF_BC_03). All these artifacts
are probably originated at the antenna to front-end connection
or at the input switch. For operational processing, constant

Fig. 11. Evolution of some LICEF front-end loss. Left: Four most stable
receivers. Right: Four least stable receivers (excluding NIR)

front-end loss values are used. They were computed once as
the average of the corresponding retrievals obtained in four
external maneuvers (15-Oct-2014, 29-Oct-2014 and 26-Nov-
2014).

III. NOISE INJECTION RADIOMETERS

Three Noise Injection Radiometers are installed near de
center of the MIRAS array with the main purpose of measuring
the mean antenna temperature, or zero-spacing visibility [14]
[25]. Each NIR is formed by two receiver chains (LICEFs)
connected to a single dual polarization antenna and additional
circuitry to perform the noise injection operation. Figure 12
shows the block diagram for one polarization. The antenna

Fig. 12. NIR block diagram. The different attenuators were characterized on
ground and physical temperatures are measured on flight

loss is split into two elements, one corresponding to the
radiation patch, at outside temperature Tp7, and the other to
the microstrip polarization combiner, at internal temperature
Tp6. The antenna output is connected to a directional coupler
at temperature Tp3 to allow injecting power from the internal
noise source. A coaxial cable, at temperature TCab , connects
the coupler output to the Dicke switch at temperature TpU ,
already inside the LICEF unit. The matched load at the other
port of the Dicke switch is also at temperature TpU and is
actually integrated in the switch. The LICEF PMS output is
sent to an FPGA with some logic to drive both switches. The
Dicke switch commutes periodically between the matched load
and the antenna path at a rate of 26.6 Hz with a 50% duty
cycle. Consequently, during half of the Dicke cycle, the noise

TABLE II
NOMINAL ATTENUATION OF NIR FRONT END COMPONENTS

NIR L1 [dB] L2 [dB] LNC [dB] La [dB]
NIR_AB_H 0.05 0.11 0.316 0.164
NIR_AB_V 0.05 0.07 0.220 0.158
NIR_BC_H 0.05 0.12 0.197 0.163
NIR_BC_V 0.05 0.15 0.219 0.161
NIR_CA_H 0.05 0.07 0.208 0.156
NIR_CA_V 0.05 0.12 0.194 0.157

injected to the LICEF input has temperature TpU , equivalent
to injecting at antenna plane noise power with temperature
given by:

TAU = L1L2LNCLATpU − Tp7(L1 − 1) (10)
− L1Tp6(L2 − 1)− L1L2Tp3(LNC − 1)

− L1L2LNCTCab(LA − 1)

where all the attenuations and temperatures are defined in
figure 12. If all NIR components were kept at the same
physical temperature TpU , then this equation would be reduced
to TAU=TpU .

During the other half of the cycle the Dicke switch is
connected to the antenna path. Simultaneously, for a fraction
η of the half-cycle, noise from the internal source is injected
through the coupler. The equivalent noise temperature at
antenna plane during this half cycle becomes

TAa = η(TA + TNA) + (1− η)TA (11)

where TA is the antenna temperature and TNA a parameter
related to the source excess noise ratio (ENR). It can be
viewed as the equivalent noise temperature injected at antenna
plane. The logic inside the FPGA drives the switches so that
always the equivalent temperatures in both halves of the Dicke
cycle are equal, or TAU = TAa . In consequence, the antenna
temperature can be solved as

TA = −ηTNA + TAU (12)

This is a standard radiometer equation in which the raw
measurement is the fraction of half Dicke cycle η, the gain
is −TNA and the offset is TAU . This one is computed at each
measurement epoch using (10), so there is only one unknown
to be determined by calibration, TNA. It is operationally
measured every two weeks during external maneuvers by
solving (12) and assuming that the antenna temperature is
equal to Tsky , given by (8).

The physical temperatures needed in (10) are measured by
thermal sensors installed in the different NIR components (see
figure 12). The corresponding attenuations are fixed values
characterized on ground and provided in table II. All compo-
nents except the antenna patch are enclosed in a thermally
controlled environment, so all temperatures except Tp7 are
very similar and quite constant. This fact together with the
low attenuation values shown in table II means that TAU in
(10) becomes very similar to the physical temperature TpU .
Figure 13 shows the different equivalent temperatures of one
particular NIR for a complete orbit that includes a sky look. As
predicted, TAU is very similar to TpU although there is a small
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Fig. 13. Equivalent noise temperature for NIR during an orbit. The drop in
Tp7 is due to an external maneuver

but visible effect of the impact of Tp7 when this one drops
down due to the rotation of the instrument to point to the cold
sky. Not surprisingly, physical temperatures Tp3 and Tp6 are
almost identical. The outside temperature Tp7 is always lower
than all the others and drops drastically when the instrument
rotates to point the cold sky.

A. Front-end loss on-flight characterization

During the in-orbit commissioning phase it was suspected
that the NIR front end attenuator values of table II needed to
be refined. The most critical one is that of the antenna patch
L1 since in (10) it is multiplied by the external temperature
Tp7, highly varying and not subject to thermal control. Any
inaccuracy in this attenuator would produce artifacts on the
science products linked to the external temperature. These
artifacts were indeed observed on the data initially processed
and for the second mission reprocessing L1 was empirically
changed to 0.15 dB instead of the 0.05 dB of table II. The
data stability improved significantly but still some residual
variations persist, especially in X-polarization.

A new approach to estimate the L1 attenuation is proposed.
Firstly, for a given data set, a zeroth order antenna temperature
is computed by approximating TAU ≈ TpU in (12), resulting in
T̃A=−ηTNA+TpU . This equation does not use any supposedly
known value of Tp7, so any dependence found with respect to
this temperature must be solely attributed to be intrinsic to
the instrument. Note also that T̃A is also independent of the
assumed values of the different attenuations (L1, L2, LNC and
La). On the other hand, since all temperatures other than Tp7
are similar (see figure 13) the actual antenna temperature can
be reasonably well estimated using a two-temperature model
with only Tp7 and TpU , that is considering Tp3 ≈ Tp6 ≈ TpU
in (10). In this case, the antenna temperature (12) becomes
TA =−ηTNA + TpUL1 − Tp7(L1 − 1). This result can be
expressed as a function of the zeroth order antenna temperature
as

T̃A = TA + (L1 − 1)(Tp7 − TpU ) (13)

and L1 can be retrieved from the slope of T̃A with respect to
(Tp7 − TpU ).

In order to use this equation accurately, all (or most)
dependencies of TA with other parameters should be first

canceled. The method has then been implemented using the
difference between ascending and descending orbits, separated
by only 12 hours, passing over the same area. Since the Sun
hits the instrument differently when ascending with respect to
descending, the external temperature Tp7 changes accordingly.
All parameters related to the surface emission are expected
to be very similar. To avoid antenna temperature contribu-
tions from the sky, the reconstructed brightness temperature
averaged in the alias-free field of view is used instead of
the antenna temperature. In this situation, the only possible
sources of change, besides Tp7, are the faraday rotation angle
and the galactic glint, both different between ascending and
descending orbits. They have been considered by subtracting
the reconstructed brightness temperature from a model that
includes these effects. To have stable data and model, only
orbits passing over the Pacific ocean have been considered,
one ascending and one descending per day from mid 2010 to
mid 2016, totalling 3800. All data in the latitude range from
-40◦ to 5◦ is averaged to get a single measurement point.

Results are shown in figure 14 where plots of brightness
temperature bias with respect to the model are provided super-
imposed to plots of the difference Tp7−TpU . Units NIR_BC_H
and NIR_CA_H behave as expected, showing a very good
correlation between both parameters. NIR_CA_V shows some
deviations in the positive cycles, NIR_AB_H and NIR_AB_V
do not seem to depend on Tp7 and NIR_BC_V even shows a
negative correlation, which is highly unexpected. One possible
reason for these discrepancies may be a dependence of the
attenuator itself L1 with the temperature, for example due
to mismatch, that could compensate the variation due to the
noise emitted by L1. However, all attempts to introduce this
dependence have been unsuccessful. It might also be that the
units with less dependence have effectively lower attenuation,
but this is somewhat contradictory with the fact that the most
stable unit is precisely NIR_CA, for which the dependence is
more clear (see figure 16).

Linear regression between blue and green plots of figure
(14) provides the slopes, from which, subtracting 1, the
corresponding L1 is obtained according to (13). Table III gives
the results for all NIR units, indicating also the correlation
coefficient. For the two units with higher correlation coefficient
(NIR_BC_H and NIR_CA_H), L1 is of the order of 0.3 dB,
significantly larger than the original prediction provided in
table II. This fact could indicate that the effective attenuation
affected by the external temperature is not restricted to the
microstrip patch antenna, for which loss is expected to be
much lower, but it includes at least part of the microstrip
polarization combiner. This is consistent with the fact that
different behavior is observed, for a given NIR unit, in each
polarization, although the radiating path and the temperature
Tp7 are both the same. On the other hand, NIR_AB in both
polarizations has low correlation coefficient and the computed
attenuation is more consistent with the original values of table
II. The negative correlation of NIR_BC_V is unexpected, so
L1 is set to zero dB for this unit.

Once L1 is characterized, L2 can be estimated as L2 =
LFE/(L1LNCLALDA) (see figure 12) where LFE is the total
front-end loss obtained from the external to internal PMS
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Fig. 14. Descending minus ascending difference of the brightness temperature bias with respect to a model and corresponding difference in physical
temperatures

TABLE III
OPTIMIZED L1 ATTENUATION AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENT R OF THE

PLOTS OF FIGURE 14. AVERAGED VALUES OF L2 ARE GIVEN IN LAST
COLUMN.

NIR L1 [dB] R L2 [dB]
NIR_AB_H 0.029 0.136 0.32
NIR_AB_V 0.081 0.462 0.37
NIR_BC_H 0.289 0.892 0.14
NIR_BC_V -0.157 -0.721 0.43
NIR_CA_H 0.268 0.937 0.19
NIR_CA_V 0.141 0.777 0.30

gain ratio (9) in section II-E. Results provided in figure 15
show that the most stable units in terms of front end loss are

Fig. 15. NIR L2 attenuator values derived from PMS gain ratio in external
maneuvers (section II-E)

NIR_CA_H, NIR_CA_V and NIR_AB_V, although all have
a transient at the beginning of the mission until mid 2010.
This effect is common to all antennas and is also observed in

the average front-end attenuation of figure 10. The spike in
August 2017 was already commented in relation to figure 10.
Average values of L2 have been derived from these data using
the same selected maneuvers considered for LICEF front-end
loss (see section II-E). They are provided in the last column
of table III.

B. NIR external calibration

The NIR gain TNA is computed at each external maneuver
by solving (12) and assuming TA = Tsky (8), so TNA =
(TAU −Tsky)/η. Since this calibration is performed directly at
antenna plane, any fluctuation of the front-end loss is directly
translated into variations in TNA. To visualize this effect,
TNA computed by assuming constant L1 and L2 (table II)
are plot in figure 16 superimposed to the L2 long-term trend
of figure 15 (lines labeled “∝L1L2”). The attenuator values
are re-scaled to match the range of TNA. It is worth to recall
that L2 and TNA in these plots are computed for the same
external maneuvers but in a totally independent manner and
from different raw data. However, in all cases they follow each
other almost perfectly. These plots justify the decision of using
only NIR_CA for nominal operations.

However, using long series of data over the ocean, it has
been observed that the small temporal variations of TNA for
NIR_CA are still translated into ripples in science measure-
ments instead of stabilizing them. This fact suggests that
the actual NIR behavior is more stable than the externally
calibrated TNA suggests. The fact that the NIR is calibrated
with the instrument looking to the sky, with different thermal
conditions with respect to nominal attitude, may contribute to
this discrepancy.
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Fig. 16. Relation between front end loss and TNA

C. Calibration in nominal attitude

In order to investigate this possibility a calibration method
using land-sea transitions with the instrument oriented at
nominal attitude was proposed in [26]. During a land-sea
transition the antenna temperature suffers a rapid change,
which can be used as a two-level target to re-calibrate the
NIR. For a given land-sea transect, TNA can be easily solved
from (12):

TNA = −Tland − Tsea −∆TU
ηland − ηsea

(14)

where ∆TU=TU land − TUsea and Tland − Tsea is the antenna
temperature jump between land and sea. It is independently
estimated from LICEF PMS measurements using (1), where
linearity and heater corrections (see sections II-C and II-D)
are applied. A total of 66 different values are obtained, one
from each LICEF, but only 51 of them are kept after discarding
those that show larger instabilities (see figure 11). The average
of these ones is used in (14). For example, in [26] using
a descending orbit passing over the coast of Africa, it was
obtained that Tland − Tsea = 133.55 K for X-polarization
and 124.89 K for Y-polarization, which introduced into (14)
provided consistent TNA values for all NIRs, similar to those
obtained from external calibration (see [26] for details). Nev-
ertheless, when using this calibration to measure the antenna
temperature in the land or ocean zone, a difference with respect
to LICEF measurements is still observed. For NIR_CA it is
about 2.4 K for X-polarization and 1.8 K for Y-polarization.
Since gains are matched, this difference should be originated
in the offset terms, either in NIR or LICEF or both. The fact
that this mismatch is different for each NIR suggests that there
is indeed offset errors in NIR.

The procedure was carried out for 447 orbits ranging
from 2010 to 2017 [26]. Results are reproduced in figure 17
showing TNA values retrieved in nominal and external satellite
orientations. Calibration using land-sea transitions is much
noisier because of less data averaged for each retrieval, so a
filtered version with a running average of 13 samples is added
on top.

Absolute values are quite consistent in all NIR units, with
a general tendency to be lower for the land-sea calibration
(except for NIR_AB_V). More important is the different tem-
poral variations observed in TNA depending of the calibration
approach. It should be recalled that the term depending on
LICEF (Tland − Tsea ) in (14) is the same for all units so any

variability is originated in the corresponding NIR. Since, as
pointed out in section II-C, TNA temporal variations reflect
changes in front-end loss, this result may indicate that NIR
front-end loss change when the instrument rotates upwards to
calibrate the NIR with respect to nominal attitude. And this
change is different in each NIR unit:

NIR_AB shows a strong seasonal dependence, clearly not
seen in sky-calibrated data. This might suggest a possible mal-
function of the antenna connection, making it more sensitive
to temperature variations. But this is not confirmed by other
metrics.

NIR_BC shows a common initial trend, increasing up
to 2012–2013 and then stabilizing. However NIR_BC_V is
affected by strongest seasonal variations, as the ones seen in
NIR_AB although somewhat smaller. They are present also in
NIR_BC_H but to a lesser scale. Compared to NIR_AB, more
consistent patterns between external and land-sea calibrations
are seen.

NIR_CA is the most stable instrument. In this case, the land-
sea calibrated TNA appears to be a little more stable than the
sky calibrated one, especially in X-polarization (NIR_CA_H),
but not dramatically. Some ripples in the sky calibration,
especially in 2010-2013 are reproduced in a somewhat less
amplitude in the land-sea calibrated plot.

Figure 18 shows the difference between NIR- and LICEF-
antenna temperatures in the ocean region. Both results, for
NIR external and land/sea calibration, are shown. Since LICEF
antenna temperature is the same in all cases, any different
behavior must be attributed solely to the corresponding NIR.

Again NIR_AB shows a strong seasonal variability, which is
not fully understood and points to possible erratic malfunction-
ing of the instrument. In this case, calibration using land/sea
clearly does not stabilize the data, but produces more ripples.

On the other hand, NIR_BC does improve when calibrating
using the land/sea approach. In this case, the relatively large
ripples of TNA seen in figure 17 correct the measurements
and provide more stable results. This is specially true for Y-
polarization, although it is seen in both.

Similar stable results are seen in NIR_CA, yet not so clear
due to the inherent higher stability of this instrument. Taking
apart the larger noise, results using land/sea calibration tend to
be more stable than those using nominal external calibration,
specially around 2010. On the other hand, absolute values
increase about 1 to 2 K, which has an important impact on the
SMOS brightness temperature absolute calibration. This fact
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Fig. 17. NIR gain (TNA) calibrated using land-sea transition (blue) and sky (green). Labels “x-pol” refer to units named “_H” and “y-pol” to those “_V”

and the larger thermal noise prevents yet from implementing
this strategy in the nominal processor, avoiding abrupt changes
in the calibration operations of the instrument.

IV. CONCLUSION

Careful revision of the MIRAS power measurement system
calibration shows that there is still margin for improvement.
The gain long-term drift is stabilized by using a one-point
approach based on a load at ambient temperature and the
ground characterized receiver noise temperature. Nonlinearity
is removed thanks to a clever use of the on ground diode
characteristics. Erratic jumps in the instrumental offset are
efficiently corrected by moving the effective date of the
calibration data closer to the jump event, accurately estimated
from consecutive orbits over the ocean. Finally, interference of
the internal heater signal is compensated by using exponential
models for both gain and offset.

Front-end loss, not calibrated internally, is accurately char-
acterized by the ratio of external to internal calibration taking
advantage of the external maneuvers carried out every two
weeks. Results show long-term ripples in all antennas, with
quite different behavior among them, although all of them
having an increase in the first six months of the mission.

The noise injection radiometer antenna temperature shows
a clear dependence with the outer temperature of the antenna
patch, minimized by an optimal value found for the the an-
tenna loss. NIR calibration parameters retrieved from standard
external looks present long-term instabilities similar to those
of total front-end loss, independently measured. Alternative
NIR calibration using land-sea transitions in nominal pointing
seems to indicate that the front end loss behave differently
depending on the attitude of the satellite.
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